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Abstract
In this project, our main goal is to implement several techniques, including spatial and
temporal filtering of image sequences captured with a stationary camera, in order to detect
motion within the videos. The image sequences used in experimenting are gray valued where
the intensity of each pixel is constant (except for the additional noise) for the stationary
background pixels and due to high fps foreground pixels are slowly varying. We made use of
this fact to detect motion by applying temporal filters for calculating the gradients of each
pixel. Spatial filtering was used in order to decrease the noise corruption within the frames.
Applying thresholds helped us to focus on the region of motion. We demonstrate the
performance of our techniques for video input with the resolution 288x354 and discuss the
different aspects of several filtering parameters.

Descriptions of Algorithms
Problem 2a (General)
First we read in a sequence of images taken from a video clip supplied with the project into
a matlab variable (3D Matrix). As we load the images, we convert them to greyscale. We also
convert the values from type uint8 to type double in order to be able to apply spatial and
temporal filters. Finally we iterate over the video frames, and apply the filters for each
experiment. The resulting image is then thresholded in order to construct a mask consisting
of only zeros and ones (a binary image). This mask is then added to the original image in
order to be able to focus on the region of motion. We go the extra step of displaying the
original image for a side by side comparison.
Problem 2b Part i
For problem 2b part i, we have two temporal derivative filters that will be applied as a sliding
window to the sequence images to detect regions of motion. We normalize the resulting
derivative matrix values to allow thresholding.
We then compare their affect on the original image as described in problem 2a.
Problem 2b Part ii
For problem 2b part ii, first we apply one of two 2D spatial filters to each frame of the video.
We then have two 1D temporal derivative filters that will be applied as a sliding window to
the sequence images to detect regions of motion. We normalize the resulting derivative
matrix values to allow thresholding.
We then compare their affect on the original image as described in problem 2a.
Problem 2b Part iii
For problem 2b part iii, we vary the threshold values for constructing the masks previously
assembled in part i, and part ii.
In order to optimize the threshold value, we estimate the standard deviation of the image
noise in the background. To estimate this standard deviation we choose a subsection of the
video frames that did not experience any motion throughout the video. We implemented the
estimate noise algorithm defined in Chapter 2 of the Trucco and Verri textbook.
We then compare these affects on the original image as described in problem 2a in order to
confirm our selection of threshold value.

Experiments from Problem 2b
Problem 2b Part i
For the first experiment we use a temporal filter of (1 / 2) * [-1 0 1] which is similar to a sobel
filter used in spatial filtering. We do not apply any spatial filtering for this first experiment.

For the next experiment we use a 1D derivative of a gaussian as our temporal filter with
several different sigmas, equal to 1, 1.4, and 1.8. We do not apply any spatial filtering for
these experiments.
The results of the experiments are shown below.
Observations
NOTE: All images are from the same frame within the same video. (Frame: 45, video:
EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor)

Spatial Filtering: None Temperol Filtering: (-.5 0 .5)

Spatial Filtering: None Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: None Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4

Spatial Filtering: None Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.8
Results
The sobel-esque temporal filter works the best at supressing the background. The Guassian
does better outlining fully the edges of objects in motion. The moving objects become more
complete as you increase sigma, however you experience more noise in the background as
sigma increases.
Problem 2b Part ii
For this experiment we compare the use of two temporal filters with spatial filters applied
to the original image before temporal processing. One spatial filter being a 3x3 box filter,
another being a 5x5 box filter, and finally a 2D gaussian filter to smooth the noise in the
images. For comparison purposes we vary the sigmas of the 2D gaussian spatial filter.
For the temporal filters we still use the sobel-esque filter. We compare its performance to a
1D derivative of a gaussian temporal filter. In these experiments we compare several
different sigmas, equal to 1, 1.4, and 1.8.
The results of the experiments are shown below.

Observations
NOTE: All images are from the same frame within the same video. (Frame: 45, video:
EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor)

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4

Spatial Filtering: 3x3 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 5x5 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 3x3 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4

Spatial Filtering: 5x5 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1 Temperol Filtering: (-.5 0 .5)

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: (-.5 0 .5)

Spatial Filtering: 3x3 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: (-.5 0 .5)

Spatial Filtering: 5x5 Box Filter Temperol Filtering: (-.5 0 .5)
Results
The results are similar to what was discovered in problem 2b part i. The Gaussian does best
at outlining the edges of objects in motion. But by adding a spatial filter you see significant
decrease in noise seen in the background of the video frames. Applying a spatial filter is so
affective at decreasing noise the performance of the sobel-esque temporal filter and the 5x5
box filter achieves similar results to the 2D Gaussian spatial filter with the 1D Derivative of
a Gaussian temporal filter.
In a general sense, a spatial 5x5 box filter is more affective than the 3x3 box filter. While the
2D Gaussian spatial filter is better than the 5x5 box filter, it only sees minimal improvements
over the latter. And similar to the relationship to sigma seen in part i, increasing the sigma
of the 2D gaussian spatial filter increases performance.
Problem 2b Part iii
For this experiment we take the best temporal filter - the 1D Derivative of a gaussian - and
the best spatial filter - the 2D gaussian - and play with the thresholding value. All other
parameters are left the same.
Observations
NOTE: All images are from the same frame within the same video. (Frame: 45, video:
EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor)

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Spatial Filtering: 2D Gaussian w/ sigma = 1.4 Temperol Filtering: Gaussian w/ sigma = 1

Results
The results show us that in general, as you increase the threshold value you decrease the
noise in the background of the video frames more and more. However, there is a trade off
when your threshold becomes too large you will start to lose spatial features of the objects
in motion. You can optimize this threshold by choosing a value that is 5 times the value of
the estimated standard deviation of a selected subsection in the background of the video
frames that do not experience any motion.

Conclusion
In this project, we set out with the goal to implement several techniques, including spatial
and temporal filtering of image sequences captured with a stationary camera, to detect
motion within the videos. The image sequences used in experimenting were gray valued
where the intensity of each pixel is constant (except for the additional noise) for the
stationary background pixels and due to high fps foreground pixels are slowly varying. We
made use of this fact to detect motion by applying temporal filters for calculating the
gradients of each pixel combined with spatial filtering which decreased the noise corruption
within the frames. The best spatial filter proved to be a 2D derivative of a gaussian with a
sigma of 1.4. We learned that applying a threshold of (0.068) which corresponds to 5 x sigma
from background noise. We demonstrate the performance of this technique for video input
with the resolution 288x354 and show the improved aspects of these filtering parameters.

Appendix
Problem 2 Part i
srcFiles = dir('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\*.jpg'); % the folder in which ur images
exists
for i = 1 : length(srcFiles)
filename = strcat('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\',srcFiles(i).name);
videoStream(i, :, :) = double(rgb2gray(imread(filename)));
end
%%
% capture several different thresholds and compare to ~.1
% differenceStream = zeros(size(videoStream{1}, 1), size(videoStream{1}, 2),
length(srcFiles) - 2);
for window = 2:length(srcFiles)-1
% unfiltered
sobel_Filter = .5 * [-1 0 1];
derivative_matrix = squeeze(abs(sobel_Filter(1) *
double(videoStream(window - 1, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(2) *
double(videoStream(window, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(3) *
double(videoStream(window + 1,:, :))));
% differenceStream(:,:, window - 1) = derivative_matrix;
norm_derivative_matrix = derivative_matrix - min(derivative_matrix(:));
norm_derivative_matrix = norm_derivative_matrix ./
max(norm_derivative_matrix (:));
BW = im2bw(norm_derivative_matrix, .1);
imshowpair(squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), BW .*
squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), 'montage')
if window == 45
break;
end
end
%%
sd = 1.8;
gauss_x = zeros(1, sd * 5);
for j = -4:4
gauss_x(j + 5) = -(j/(sd^2)) *
end

exp(-(j^2)/2*sd^2);

gauss_x = gauss_x/sum(abs(gauss_x));
% differenceStreamGauss = zeros(size(videoStream{1}, 1), size(videoStream{1},
2), length(srcFiles) - 2);
for window = 5:length(srcFiles)-4
derivative_matrix = squeeze(abs(gauss_x(1) * double(videoStream(window 4,:, :)) + gauss_x(2) * double(videoStream(window - 3,:, :)) + gauss_x(3) *
double(videoStream(window - 2, :, :)) + gauss_x(4) *

double(videoStream(window - 1,:, :)) + gauss_x(5) *
double(videoStream(window,:, :)) + gauss_x(6) * double(videoStream(window +
1, :, :)) + gauss_x(7) * double(videoStream(window + 2, :, :)) + gauss_x(8) *
double(videoStream(window + 3, :, :)) + gauss_x(9) *
double(videoStream(window + 4, :, :))));
% differenceStreamGauss(:,:, window - 3) = derivative_matrix;
norm_derivative_matrix = derivative_matrix - min(derivative_matrix(:));
norm_derivative_matrix = norm_derivative_matrix ./
max(norm_derivative_matrix (:));
BW = imbinarize(norm_derivative_matrix, .05);
% w/ sigma = 1.4 we used threshold of .05
imshowpair(squeeze(videoStream(window,:, :)), BW .*
squeeze(videoStream(window,:, :)), 'montage')
if window == 45
break;
end
end

Problem 2 Part ii and Part iii

%%
srcFiles = dir('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\*.jpg'); % the folder in which ur images
exists
for i = 1 : length(srcFiles)
filename = strcat('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\',srcFiles(i).name);
videoStream(i, :, :) = double(rgb2gray(imread(filename)));
end
% backgr = mat2cell(videoStream(:,10:85,242:317));
backgr = videoStream(:,10:85,242:317);
backgr = backgr - min(backgr(:));
backgr = backgr ./ max(backgr (:));
expstandard = EST_NOISE(backgr, 485, 76);
sum(sum(expstandard))/76/76
%%
% differenceStream = zeros(size(videoStream{1}, 1), size(videoStream{1}, 2),
length(srcFiles) - 2);
%boxFilter1 = 1/9 * ones(3,3);
%boxFilter2 = 1/25 * ones(5,5);
for i = 1: length(srcFiles)
videoStream(i,:,:) = imboxfilt(videoStream(i,:,:),5);
end
for window = 2:length(srcFiles)-1
% unfiltered
sobel_Filter = .5 * [-1 0 1];
derivative_matrix = squeeze(abs(sobel_Filter(1) *
double(videoStream(window - 1, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(2) *
double(videoStream(window, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(3) *
double(videoStream(window + 1, :,:))));
% differenceStream(:,:, window 1) = derivative_matrix;
norm_derivative_matrix = derivative_matrix - min(derivative_matrix(:));
norm_derivative_matrix = norm_derivative_matrix ./
max(norm_derivative_matrix (:));
BW = im2bw(norm_derivative_matrix, .039);
imshowpair(squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), BW .*
squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), 'montage')
if window == 45
break;
end
end
%%
srcFiles = dir('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\*.jpg'); % the folder in which ur images
exists
for i = 1: length(srcFiles)
videoStream(i,:,:) = imgaussfilt(videoStream(i,:,:),1.8);

end
for window = 2:length(srcFiles)-1
% unfiltered
sobel_Filter = .5 * [-1 0 1];
derivative_matrix = squeeze(abs(sobel_Filter(1) *
double(videoStream(window - 1, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(2) *
double(videoStream(window, :, :)) + sobel_Filter(3) *
double(videoStream(window + 1, :,:))));
% differenceStream(:,:, window 1) = derivative_matrix;
norm_derivative_matrix = derivative_matrix - min(derivative_matrix(:));
norm_derivative_matrix = norm_derivative_matrix ./
max(norm_derivative_matrix (:));
BW = im2bw(norm_derivative_matrix, .039);
imshowpair(squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), BW .*
squeeze(videoStream(window, :, :)), 'montage')
if window == 45
break;
end
end
%%
clear all
load videos.mat
srcFiles = dir('C:\Users\tarup\OneDrive\Documents\MATLAB\Computer
Vision\EnterExitCrossingPaths2cor\*.jpg'); % the folder in which ur images
exists
for i = 1: 485
videoStream(i,:,:) = imgaussfilt(videoStream(i,:,:),1.4);
end
sd = 1;
gauss_x = zeros(1, sd * 5);
for j = -2:2
gauss_x(j + 3) = -(j/(sd^2)) *
end

exp(-(j^2)/2*sd^2);

gauss_x = gauss_x/sum(abs(gauss_x));
% differenceStreamGauss = zeros(size(videoStream{1}, 1), size(videoStream{1},
2), length(srcFiles) - 2);
for window = 3:length(srcFiles)-2
derivative_matrix = squeeze(abs(gauss_x(1) * double(videoStream(window 2,:, :)) + gauss_x(2) * double(videoStream(window - 1,:, :)) + gauss_x(3) *
double(videoStream(window, :, :)) + gauss_x(4) * double(videoStream(window +
1,:, :)) + gauss_x(5) * double(videoStream(window + 2,:, :)))); % +
gauss_x(6) * double(videoStream(window + 2, :, :)) + gauss_x(7) *
double(videoStream(window + 3, :, :)))); % + gauss_x(8) *
double(videoStream(window + 3, :, :)) + gauss_x(9) *
double(videoStream(window + 4, :, :))));
% differenceStreamGauss(:,:, window - 3) = derivative_matrix;
norm_derivative_matrix = derivative_matrix - min(derivative_matrix(:));

norm_derivative_matrix = norm_derivative_matrix
max(norm_derivative_matrix (:));
BW = imbinarize(norm_derivative_matrix, .15);
% w/ sigma = 1.4 we used threshold of ..039
% w/ sigma = 1.4 we used threshold of .05

./

imshowpair(squeeze(videoStream(window,:, :)), BW .*
squeeze(videoStream(window,:, :)), 'montage')
if window == 45
break;
end
end

Problem 2 Part iii – Estimate Noise Algorithm
function [ nois ] = EST_NOISE( Imags,n,N )
Eav = zeros(N,N);
nois = zeros(N,N);
for i = 1:N
for j= 1:N
Eav(i,j) = (1/n)* sum(Imags(:,i,j));
end
end
for i = 1:N
for j=1:N
for k = 1:n
nois(i,j) = nois(i,j) +(Eav(i,j) - Imags(k, i,j)).^2;
end
nois(i,j) = sqrt(nois(i,j)./(n-1));
end
end
end

